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AMERITUBE is a fully integrated mill with capabilities ranging from semi continuous casting, 
extrusion to variety of finishing operation. We are capable of delivering 100% MADE IN USA 
product. Our production is customer driven. This is why we combine our experience of low 
cost sourcing with Ameritube production capability. 

In In the past fifteen years the globalization of manufacturing has accelerated the changes in 
manufacturing and business in general. Large manufacturing enterprises, OEMs, metal 
producers have had to move part or all of their sourcing overseas. Ameritube principals have 
been involved in this global trend for over fifteen years developing their expertise in the 
competitive automotive industry in Detroit. Never the less, sourcing parts and materials we 
have run into the same problems that can be summarized as follows: 

Ameritube founders have over 25 years of international copper sourcing encountering the same problem. To 
handle variability the intermediary required scale, resources and the manufacturing capabilities domesti-
cally to manipulate the product and ensure better delivery. Further, given the push by manufacturers away 
from safety stock inventory based on Japanese systems of elimination of waste, the supply chain has been 
stretched too thin. North American Manufacturers are increasingly relying on transportation and logistics 
firms to manage their supply chains. 

Ameritube is a tubing mill that tries to take advantage of both the low cost material supplier and the ability 
to manage variability domestically. Ameritube understands the true cost of overseas suppliers doesn't 
always show up in the quote, but in the transportation, financing, management, and variability inherent in 
any supply chain. Ameritube seeks to partner with our customers to design custom solutions to their 
material and parts needs. The goal is to examine the supply chain, what products should be bought overseas, 
how much material should be kept in inventory, what can be manufactured in the United States efficiently. 

Let a consultant from Ameritube sit down with your company and analyze how these problems can be solved using our financial, domestic manu-
facturing and overseas resources. Besides, why fight on pricing when there are so many other metrics of your production inputs to figure out. A 
full system approach to develop a supply chain solution for the customer is our expertise. Together we can focus on how to grow your business.

• Overseas enterprises have low labor costs but are poorly capitalized. They require innovative  
 financial relationships with banks, financial companies, and a variety of intermediaries.
• Companies are unfamiliar with quality demands in the marketplace, frequently holding more power  
 in their domestic markets and setting the quality standards themselves rather than adhering to  
 those of their customers.
• Companies overseas operate in a producer is always right mode without understanding the delivery,  
 timing, and quality needs of their customers or putting much value on them.
•• Many times, the foreign mills distance and deliveries are so sporadic and delayed that the savings  
 generated by the low labor costs is negated by a slower time to market for the customer
• Due to high product variability and customization demand in the US market, many companies can't take  
 advantage of the low prices overseas because their volumes are too small and the transportation,  
 financing, and delivery costs are too high.


